Issue 241, 25 November 2013

Good things come in medium packages
We all know SMSFers love yield, but today I want to focus on some of the mid-sized companies you
should be considering for your portfolio. Yes, I know you're enamoured with the banks and Telstra, but
these aren't the only yield generators and, in the interests of diversification, you should really be
looking a bit further afield.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, we have Greg Fraser examining the Amcor demerger and
what parts you should be including in your portfolio, and Paul Rickard shares his tips for buying shares
in your kids' names in the second part of Setting your kids up for life.
James Dunn looks at some of the hottest agricultural stocks, and explains why it's time to get some
Webster, Select Harvests or Capilano in your portfolio, as Roger Montgomery reviews a potential
Christmas stocking stuffer in Funtastic.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Reliable dividend-paying stocks you might not
own!
by Peter Switzer
These are strange days indeed with the delayed QE3
taper creating a “don’t fight the Fed” mentality, such
that so many experts, who expected a correction, are
still waiting for it.
I am currently taking the position to buy half of what I
like and saving the other half to buy when a
correction eventually comes, which might be when
tapering looks certain to happen.
Shopping list
So, what do I reckon you should buy? Well, as we
have done so well on big companies that pay
dividends, which we tipped aggressively — I love
being aggressive about big, dividend-paying safe
stocks — the next logical step is to go looking for
smaller companies that also have a great history of
paying out dividends.
To that end I emailed my team of experts for some
ideas and this is what they sent me.
Simon Bond of Morgans, who has had a great record
tipping good small cap companies on my Switzer TV
program, likes Ruralco Holdings Limited (RHL), which
is an agribusiness company operating under its own
brands in Australia.
RHL operates through a national footprint of
businesses that specialise in providing rural
customers with products and services including
merchandise, fertiliser, seed, wool, livestock, real
estate, stock feed, risk management, water, grain,
finance and insurance. RHL has over 500 outlets
across Australia. It yields 5.75% fully franked. The
market cap is $192 million.

water and telecommunications sectors. HSN also
offers outsourcing and facilities management
services, and supports the Classic Superannuation
administration solution. It yields 5.5% fully franked,
with a market cap of $175 million.
FN Arena’s founder, Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, came up
with one of his “longstanding favourites” – Ardent
Leisure (AAD), which still pays a little less than 6.7%
(non-franked). He says the company should grow in
the years ahead as it has exposure to US leisure and
entertainment and the US economy is on the mend.
He also likes Count Plus (CUP), which he described
as “a bunch of accountants and financial planners
who recently promised to pay out 12c per year!” CUP
pays out quarterly and the promise amounts to circa
6.37% fully franked. “It should be steady and
relatively defensive, although there will be
acquisitions and this brings along its own kind of
risk.”
If you think Count Plus is too small, Sydney Airport
(SYD) is growing strongly on the back of domestic
airlines adding additional capacity and it still pays
yield of 5.3%. Sydney Airport, it has to be said, also
has a popular inflation protected corporate bond out
in the market, yielding a little below 7%.
Bell Direct’s Julia Lee says: “The key is to find
companies with a sustainable and growing dividend.
What investors do not want is a company like Chorus
which trades on a dividend yield 12.2%. While that
looks attractive, the dividend is likely to halve over the
next couple of years as a condition for help from the
New Zealand government.”
Property power

He also likes Hansen Technologies Limited (HSN),
which is a provider of utility billing, customer care,
and smart metering solutions for the electricity, gas,

Here are some of Julia’s mid-cap dividend ideas:
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Challenger (CGF) –This is a company that is
showing strong growth in its core products. It
offers a mix of a strong yield, earnings growth
and possible capital upside. One thing to be
aware of is that CGF pays an unfranked
dividend and hence you don’t get tax credits
attached to the dividend.
Dexus (DXS) – This owner and manager of
office and industrial property has a 7.7%
forecast earnings yield and 5.8% forecast
distribution yield.
GPT Group (GPT) – It is one of Australia’s
biggest listed diversified property companies
and has a forecast dividend yield of 5.7%.
Australand (ALZ) – It develops residential,
industrial and commercial properties and
provides exposure to the strength in the
residential housing market. It has a forecast
dividend yield 5.9%.
MyState (MYS) – This is a smaller diversified
financial group. “It has more risk than the big
four banks, but a more reasonable valuation
and a fully-franked yield of 5.8%. Importantly it
is forecasting each of its three divisions to see
growth in the current financial year,” Julia
said.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Some from left field
Finally, I asked Roger Montgomery to give us some
good smaller dividend payers and while they don’t fit
his usual profile of a company where the share price
is less than its intrinsic value, the following companies
were seen as being reliable for dividends.
Ben Macnevin, who works with Roger did the
homework and came up with Metcash with a forecast
dividend yield of 7.4%, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
with a forecast dividend yield of 5.7% and Coca-Cola
Amatil with a forecast dividend yield of 4.8% (75%
franked), and while not a small company, CCL is still
worth noting. And remember these yields have not
been grossed up for franking credits.
There’s a pile of companies worth thinking about if,
like me, you want to build up an arsenal of good
dividend payers, which should keep on paying out
even when the usual you know what hits the stock
market fan.
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Why you need to add some agriculture
by James Dunn
With the share market riveted to what would hitherto
have been considered a highly unlikely event – a
frenzied three-way takeover tussle in cheese, which
has sent the price of listed dairy producer
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter (WCB) soaring –
investors’ attention is turning to other food
companies on the Australian Securities Exchange
(ASX), looking for exposures that can tap into the
much-vaunted Australian food export potential in
Asia.

Australian Agricultural Company Limited (AAC)

Warrnambool Cheese and Butter (WCB)
This is one stock often cited as potentially an
outstanding food export exposure. Australia’s largest
cattle and beef producer, running 561,000 head of
cattle on more than 6.5 million hectares of land,
AustAg boasts high-quality beef, traceable product
“from paddock to plate,” under strong proprietary
brands, with secure supply channels located next
door to the growing markets in Asia.

If not the “food bowl” of Asia, Australia certainly has
the potential to be “Asia’s deli,” as the burgeoning
middle-class of new consumers in Asia goes up the
protein scale, at the same time as it climbs the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP)-per-capita scale. It has
been an investor theme for a while, but one that has
never really taken off. But the international and local
interest in taking over WCB has many people thinking
about the kind of food assets that are on the ASX,
and which could be potential takeover targets
themselves.
The ASX certainly hosts a group of interesting food
exporters. But for various reasons, not all are
investment-grade at present.

The only problem is that AustAg has been a
disappointing performer on the share market. With
drought, low cattle prices and political interference
(the government’s decision to shut down temporarily
the live cattle trade to Indonesia in 2011), AustAg has
lost investors 2% a year over the last five years in
total
2.8%.return, and almost 6% a year over three years.
For the last 12 months it is in the red again, down

The company recently moved its year-end to March
31, from December 31. It reported a net loss of $46.5
million for the three months to March 31, after a loss
of $8.4 million in the year to December 31, 2012.
AustAg recently raised $219 million from a share
issue as part of its strategy of focusing on building a
global, vertically-integrated red meat supply chain,
with particular focus on Asian markets, servicing the
rising demand for red meat protein. Its Darwin
Abattoir, set to begin operations in 2015, will be a
major part of this strategy.
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The company could well deliver a very robust
investment proposition based on this business: but it
is not that at the moment, except for very patient
contrarian investors. The lack of dividend makes an
investment in AustAg a big call for a self-managed
super fund (SMSF).

Select Harvests Limited (SHV)

Webster Limited (WBA)

This Tasmania-based company is a successful
Australian food business, with a healthy niche,
supplying counter-seasonal food to supply to northern
hemisphere markets.
Through its two operating divisions, Walnuts Australia
and Field Fresh Tasmania, Webster is the southern
hemisphere’s largest producer of walnuts, and
Australia’s largest onion grower and exporter.
Webster exports its onions to 16 countries worldwide,
and its walnuts to eight countries. Walnuts – of which
95% of production is exported – have grown to be the
major contributor to profit.
For the year to June 30, 2013, Webster reported
revenue of $61.77 million, up 28%, and net profit of
$6.97 million, up 74%. The company paid total
dividends of 2.5 cents a share, up from 1.5 cents in
FY2012.
Webster has run strongly since Switzer Super Report
wrote about the stock in May (you can read that story
here), from 63 cents to $1.09. Broker CCZ Statton
expects Webster to pay a dividend of 3.3 cents in
FY14, fully franked. At $1.09, that translates to a yield
of 3.03%, or 3.68% for an SMSF in accumulation
mode and 4.32% for a fund in pension phase.

Australia’s largest almond grower and processor,
and the third largest grower worldwide, is arguably
the most investment-ready of the food exposures.
Select is also geared around counter-seasonal supply
to the northern hemisphere. The business is divided
into two divisions: an almond business, which owns
and manages orchards in Victoria, New South Wales
and Western Australia and South Australia, and a
food business, which processes and markets a range
of nut and fruit-based products to retailers,
distributors and food manufacturers, under the Lucky,
Sunsol, Nu-Vit, Meriram and Soland brands.
Select has had a few problems in recent years,
mainly drought and pest issues, but has bounced
back strongly. In recent months, it has spent $25
million buying almond orchards in South Australia’s
Riverland region, Victoria’s Mallee and the NSW’s
Riverina, as global demand for the nuts increases
faster than supply. Broker RBS Morgans says
Select’s “maturing almond orchard profile is
well-placed to take advantage of positive industry
fundamentals.” Globally, the broker says, demand for
almonds is growing at 8% a year, while supply is
growing at only 4% because of production
constraints; most notably, a drought in the US, the
source of 80% of the world’s crop. That is good news
for Select.
For the year to June 30, 2013, Select reported
revenue of $190.9 million, down 23%, but rebounded
into profit, making $2.87 million after a loss of $4.47
million the year before. RBS Morgans is looking for
profit to surge to $34 million this year – a rise of
48.5% on the $22.9 million underlying net profit after
tax for FY13 – with the dividend rising to 21 cents
from 12 cents in FY13. At $4.68, that would place
Select Harvests on a fully franked yield of 4.49%,
which equates to a yield of 5.45% for an SMSF in
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accumulation mode and 6.41% for a fund in pension
phase.
Capilano Honey Limited (CZZ)

revenue by 6.5% to $72.16 million, and reported a net
profit of $3.45 million, up 35%. Export revenue
improved by 8% to $15.24 million, accounting for just
over 21.1% of revenue. The total fully franked
dividend of 15 cents a share for the year was the
same as that in FY12. At the share price of $4.19,
that represents a yield of 3.58%, which represents a
yield of 4.35% for an SMSF in accumulation mode
and 5.11% for a fund in pension phase.
In short, Capilano is an excellent company,
well-managed, financially strong and with a
globally-recognised brand, and it is well-positioned to
capitalise on Australia’s high reputation for quality
food exports. It is a tiny company – capitalised at just
$35.7 million – but it is doing a lot of things right.

Lastly, there is a great little story in Australia’s only
listed honey producer. Capilano exports to 33
countries, and is actually one of the most widely
distributed Australian food brands internationally: it
won its first Export Award in 1971.
Capilano is one of the largest honey packers in the
world, with a capacity to process and pack over
45,000 tonnes of honey a year. Capilano collects
honey from the beehives of more than 500 Australian
beekeepers, who run commercial beekeeping
operations in New South Wales, Queensland,
Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania. The
beekeepers own about 40% of Capilano, which listed
on the ASX in July 2012.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

At present, just over 20% of revenue comes from
overseas, but Capilano is working to increase this
steadily, building on the reputation of Australia’s
honey, which has quite a different taste profile
compared to honeys from other parts of the world.
This is mainly due to the fact that most of Australian
honey comes from eucalyptus trees – red gum, blue
gum, yellow box and ironbark.
The respect in which Australian honey is held is
helped by the fact that the country generally has a
good reputation as a clean and green food producer,
and specifically, because bee disease in Australia is
not yet as pervasive a problem as it is in other parts
of the world, there is far less antibiotic use in
Australian hives.
For the 2012-13 financial year, Capilano lifted
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Amcor should be core holding post demerger
by Greg Fraser
Amcor’s demerger of Orora will list one day after the
IPO of Raphael Geminder’s PACT Group, drawing
attention to the packaging industry as an investment
opportunity. Each offers its own attractions but
investors should not forget the existing investment in
Amcor itself, which will become an even better
business post demerger.
That almost implies that Orora is not worth owning,
but that is not so. Orora offers a more placid
opportunity that may suit investors comfortable with a
lower relative growth but offset by steady income.
Same, same but different
Amcor’s demerger of its Australasia and Packaging
Distribution Division, to be known as Orora, will list on
the ASX on 18 December. Amcor shareholders will
receive one Orora share for each Amcor share
owned.
The demerger booklet has been released to
shareholders explaining the details of the demerger,
together with the pro forma financial statements and
an Independent Expert’s report that recommends
shareholders approve the proposal.
Amcor (AMC)

demerger was good for shareholders, but it used
careful language.
For example, Grant Samuel noted that “it is highly
likely that capital resources will be directed towards
the much larger Flexibles and Rigid Plastics
businesses in which Amcor enjoys global
leadership.” Does that imply that the returns on future
investments in the Amcor businesses will be better
than those in Orora?
Grant Samuel also points out that future capital
management decisions will be easier to make if Orora
is a separate company to Amcor as its management
will be singularly focused on Orora’s business,
without the distraction of the flexibles and rigid
plastics business competing for attention.
That may be true but it really becomes a question of
the cost of capital and the expected excess return on
that capital from each investment. If Orora’s excess
return is less than the opportunities in flexibles and
rigid plastics, as perhaps implied, then it will struggle
to gain approval for some investment opportunities
under the existing Amcor umbrella.
But that has not stopped Amcor investing over $700
million in Orora over the last three years to
restructure and strengthen the business, as Grant
Samuel notes.
Focus on quality
Orora’s business will be focused on fibre packaging
and beverage packaging in Australasia and
packaging distribution in North America. The revenue
split will be approximately two-thirds in Australasia
and one-third in North America, generated from 36
manufacturing plants and 79 distribution centres.

The Independent Expert report from Grant Samuel
had some interesting things to say about why the

The gem among the manufacturing plants is the
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brand new recycled paper plant in Botany, which was
initially commissioned in October 2012. It will take up
to three years before it is really humming, but this
machine will give Orora a significant advantage
through its outstanding energy and water efficiency,
plus the reduced waste to landfill. Annualised cost
reductions of about $50 million are expected.

rigid plastics, so does not directly compete with
Orora. On a PE ratio of 13.4 times, the estimated
FY14 net profit of $83.5 million and a 8.5 times
multiple of FY14 operating earnings, PACT Group is
no bargain at the indicated issue price of $3.80 per
share, but it will provide an interesting contrast to
Orora.

Orora’s customers will get a big boost from the high
quality products that it will make.

Demergers can sometimes be perceived with a
degree of suspicion as to the motive of the parent
company. Investors are inclined to think that if the
demerged entity is a good enough business, why is
the parent company untethering it?

One point that stands out across the Board and
Management of Orora is its depth of experience in the
fast moving consumer goods industries as well as
basic manufacturing. The packaging industry is a
critical supplier to fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG) businesses, so having empathy for the
customers’ requirements is clearly beneficial to the
business.
Important factors that drive the earnings of the
business include volumes of product sold across
various industries, as well as the raw material costs of
inputs.
The very heavy investment in the Botany recycled
paper machine (known as B9) has impacted the
overall cash flow of the Orora business in the past
three years. Excluding the B9 investment, annual
cash flows have been reasonably solid, increasing
from $127 million in the 2011 financial year to $160
million in 2013. As the B9 investment is now largely
complete, reported cash flows will begin to normalise
subject to the new board’s plans.
The balance sheet will have net debt of approximately
$700 million, supported by shareholders equity of
$1,300 million.
The Scheme Booklet does not provide any forecasts
of expected earnings for Orora. That probably reflects
the fairly fragile earnings environment in recent years,
which is not specific to the company. However, that
leaves investors less certain about the immediate
prospects for the company post-demerger.

Various examples of past demergers provide a mixed
range of experiences for investors left holding the
spin-off, while the parent company has generally
appeared to be a leaner and better company than
pre-demerger.
That does not mean that demergers are a bad thing,
as each should be treated on its own merit.
Orora will commence its listed entity status as a
financially sound business with steady earnings,
capable management and reasonable prospects, as
economic activity picks up and the benefits of cost
reductions gradually make a contribution.
The dividend outcome will be similar as under Amcor,
but will begin to accumulate franking credits from its
beginning zero balance.
The post-demerger Amcor business looks the way to
go and should be a core portfolio holding.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The competition
The PACT Group is being listed with broadly similar
financial metrics as Orora but its business is mainly in
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Set your kids up financially ... for life – Part 2
by Paul Rickard
Christmas is approaching, and the idea of gifting
shares to your children or grandchildren may be
something you have been considering. While it is
unlikely to produce the same “under-the tree”
reaction as unwrapping that xBox or Robotic Puppy, it
should hopefully create a lifelong interest in
investment, as well as set them up financially for life
(see here for how it worked for one family in our Part
1).
In this second part, we will look at how to do it.
Buying shares for minors
There is no law that specifically says that shares can
not be owned by minors (the under 18s). However,
some companies have a clause in their constitution
prohibiting the registration of shares to minors, so
general convention has led the ASX, through CHESS,
adopting the no minors rule. Further, many brokers
have automated account opening and identification
systems, which just don’t allow an under 18 to
operate.
To buy the shares, first open an account with a
broker. Open this in your name, with the name of your
child/grandchild in the account designation field. In
law, you will be the legal owner, while the beneficial
owner will be your child/grandchild. You don’t need
to establish a formal trust to do this.
The account on CHESS will be set up, and the shares
registered, as follows:
Frederick John Smith: Parent/grandparent
(Mary Jane Smith A/C): Child/grandchild
When your child turns 18, you should be able to
complete an ‘off-market’ transfer that changes the
ownership legally to your adult child. As there will be
no change of beneficial ownership, there shouldn’t

be any capital gains tax to pay at that point.
Taxation
Although a child can get a Tax File Number (TFN) at
any age – yes, there is no minimum and the ATO also
runs a program with secondary schools that makes
getting a TFN easy – the shares are legally going to
be registered in your name. This being the case, the
ATO says you should quote your TFN (unless there is
a formal trust, where you would quote the TFN of the
trust). Even if you quote your TFN, you won’t be
liable to pay tax if the shares are beneficially owned
by the child. Payment of the dividends to the child’s
bank account would be sufficient demonstration that
they are the beneficial owner.
Potentially, the child may be liable for some tax –
however, if the shares pay franked dividends, it is not
likely to be too much.
For minors, “unearned” income, such as interest or
dividends, is taxed at special rates:

Income includes both the dividends in cash and the
imputation (franking) credits. So tax will be payable
once the income exceeds $416 – which on a share
yielding (say) 5.0% fully franked, is equivalent to a
portfolio of $5,824 in size. And of course, the
imputation credits will also act as a tax offset.
Many minors won’t get to the income threshold and
will be eligible for a refund in cash of the imputation
credits. If this is the case, don’t forget to arrange the
completion of an ‘Application for refund of franking
credits for individuals’ from the ATO.
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What shares to buy
The starting point is to balance the size of the gift vs
transaction costs (brokerage) vs finding some shares
that are going to be good long-term performers. If an
objective is also to help your child/grandchild develop
an interest in investing, name familiarity (that is,
finding companies that your child can identify with) is
also going to be important.

amounts from $4,000 (minimum) to $25,000. A fixed
brokerage rate of $66 is charged for an online order.
The four categories are Capital Growth, Income,
Market Leaders and Tax Effective Income. Each pack
comprises four to six companies, selected by the
CommSec Research team. On Friday, the $5,000
‘Capital Growth’ pack looked like this:

The minimum order size that you can place for an
initial investment is $500. However, if you are paying
brokerage of $19.95 or $29.95 – this represents
transaction costs of 4.0% or 6.0% respectively – a
pretty big chunk. So, I would suggest that you try to
get the parcel size up to at least $1,000.
You also want to select stocks that come from a
diverse set of industries/sectors, and names that
should be around in many years’ time. It is hard
enough thinking about the market in the short term –
so thinking about the long term, where there are
going to be so many up and downs, probably leads to
the conclusion that you stick to the major blue chip
companies.
If I was feeling particularly generous this Christmas
and planning to gift $3,000, I would select:
$1,000 of my child’s bank (Commonwealth Bank)
$1,000 of the company where we buy our groceries
(Woolworths)
$1,000 of BHP (mining is a big part of Australia)
I don’t claim that there is any “investment science”
in the selection of this portfolio. However, there is
some elementary diversification: they are companies
my child should be able to identify with; I am
confident that these companies are likely to be
around in 10 years; and I have an expectation that
they should continue to be able to pay franked
dividends.

These pre-mixed alternatives are easy to buy, cost
effective and arguably, have a stronger element of
diversification. While I can’t readily see how
Westfield Retail Trust qualifies under the “capital
growth” label, let’s assume that there is some
science in their construction. The downside with
these packs is that the name recognition may not be
as high.
Whether you use these pre-made packs from
CommSec or do the hard work yourself and select
one or more shares, in the long term, I am sure that
your child or grandchild will eventually appreciate any
gift of shares – no matter how large or small. Just
don’t expect rapturous applause on Christmas
morning!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

CommSec’s Share Packs
Rather than do the hard work yourself, an alternative
is to purchase something like a Share Pack from
CommSec (some of you may remember these as the
old ‘Aussie Shares’). CommSec offers four
categories of share packs, which are available in
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A turnaround story for Funtastic
by Roger Montgomery
Christmas is a magical time of the year. Yet when the
excitement of Christmas morning abates, and the
wrapping paper is left discarded in a frenzied mess
on the floor, which of the gifts will the children play
with? How long does it take the must-have to become
the must-had?

Funtastic (FUN)

Brand power
This demand for continual change creates a difficult
operating environment for toy manufacturers.
Considerable resources are spent on the
development of toys, which often have a very short
shelf-life. The key to generating long-run profitability
is developing a product that has a lasting connection
with the customer base.
Think about the longevity of brands like Barbie, which
has been around since 1959. Mattel owns the Barbie
brand, and has developed a very sustainable model
by combining a core product with sufficient innovation
to stimulate demand. While Barbie may not be the
must-have product this season, Mattel’s long-term
focus means that it will still feature prominently
beneath the tree this Christmas.
Funtastic (ASX:FUN) is an Australian toy producer
that traditionally relied on short-term promotions to
generate sales. The company had poor inventory
management, which meant they were overstocked
when the “must-have” hype subsided.
This issue was compounded by the company’s
reliance on debt, which left Funtastic close to
bankruptcy after the GFC. The promotion-driven
strategy left the company in such a poor financial
position and it is yet to satisfy our investment criteria
at Montgomery Investment Management.

A change of direction
Management has since realised the impediments of
this promotion-driven strategy, and has endeavoured
to build a portfolio of core brands across its media
and toy divisions. Funtastic is now purchasing
brands, rather than distribution rights, so it can drive
innovation of its core products over the long-term.
This strategy is starting to generate meaningful
returns.
The foundation of this strategy has been the Pillow
Pets brand, which has the hallmark of a sustainable
asset. A Pillow Pet is a pillow in the shape of an
animal that appeals to both boys and girls. Children
carry these pillows wherever they go, and in the
process develop very close bonds with the brand.
Like Mattel, Funtastic has stayed true to this core
product, but has broadened the offering by
incorporating Disney characters and a
glow-in-the-dark range. Pillow Pets accounted for half
of the Toy Division’s revenues in the 2013 financial
year. Funtastic is now hoping to emulate this success
with a new “must-have” product this Christmas.
“Chill Factor” is a silicon gel cup that makes slushies
in minutes. The product was launched in May 2013,
and has since sold 2.4 million units worldwide.
Funtastic acquired the brand for $10 million and it
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intends to drive innovation like it did with Pillow Pets.
Its first will be the launch of an Ice Cream Maker in
December.
A brighter future
If the company can establish a deep connection with
the consumer, by making the Chill Factor
synonymous with summer, it may become a profitable
long-term venture.
If your child receives a Chill Factor from Santa this
year, take note how popular it remains after
Christmas Day. If it is well used in the subsequent
months, then Funtastic may have a winning
acquisition on its hands!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
The sector of engineers and contractors was
responsible for most changes in ratings last week
with some stocks receiving upgrades as share prices
tumble, but most analysts zooming in on persisting
downward risks and thus scaling back ratings to
Neutral, or worse. There’s no denying that, in many
cases, valuations do look “cheap”, but this doesn’t
preclude there are more negative developments yet
to be announced.
In the good books
Brambles (BXB) was upgraded to Buy from Neutral
by BA-Merrill Lynch. The broker has decided to
upgrade the rating to Buy from Neutral, on the basis
of relative value and the exposure to the US
economic recovery. Around 50% of the company’s
revenue comes from the Americas. The broker’s US
economists expect the QE tapering to begin in March
next year but there is a risk it comes earlier and has a
sharper focus. The stock is now trading at a
price/earnings premium to the market of 19% versus
a long-term average of 33%. Merrills FY14 earnings
forecasts are maintained.

Charter Hall (CHC) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by BA-Merrill Lynch. The broker recommends
investors buy Charter Hall, as it is best placed to
benefit from the current level of investor demand for
direct Australian real estate, with property funds

management driving around 40% of earnings. Merrills
considers the current share price represents a
compelling entry point.
Drillsearch (DLS) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. Robust crude production is
expected in the medium term and the company has
confirmed an increased commitment to the
unconventional program. Macquarie notes
unconventional expenditure is not expected until the
second half and the market is likely to focus on the
growth in crude production and exploration potential
on the Western Flank.
James Hardie (JHX) was upgraded to Buy from Hold
by Deutsche Bank. The second quarter result was
hard to fault and gives the broker the confidence to
increase the terminal earnings margin assumption to
25% from 20%. Moreover, the 6-10% primary
demand growth in FY14 is expected to accelerate into
FY15 as it appears the market sentiment towards
fibre cement is shifting, because of a reduced cost
focus.
JP Morgan was the only broker to upgrade
WorleyParsons (WOR) – to Neutral from Underweight
– after a profit guidance downgrade. The broker
suggests the corresponding share price plunge is just
what it needed to bring the market in line with the
short term headwinds that had been building, and
reflected all at once in the company’s FY14 guidance
downgrade. That said, the downgrade was more
severe than the broker had forecast. The broker
nevertheless believes WorleyParsons’ medium-long
term drivers remain intact. Target falls to $16.51 from
$19.16 but on the share price response, rating
upgraded to Neutral.
See also WOR downgrades.
In the not-so-good books
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Downer EDI (DOW) downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse. New contract wins have
led to CS analysts lifting EPS estimates for the years
ahead. This has pushed up the price target to $5.40
from $5.05. Downer EDI is looking towards a positive
growth year in FY15, after what looks like a mildly
negative FY14, point out the analysts. The problem
CS analysts have with the scenario above is that it
seemingly has been priced in already.

decline in Australia and project deferrals and
additional costs in Canada. Forecasts have been
consistently downgraded over the past three years
and Merrills expects negative market sentiment may
constrain the share price upside until a sustainable
earnings recovery is apparent. CS analysts have
some difficulties in getting their heads around what
just happened, but at the end of the day, they agree
on one thing: there is no hiding from a 27%
downgrade. The sudden change in guidance remains
hard to explain within only a space of six weeks, they
add. To add more insult to injury: management gave
a big presentation only three weeks ago. And here
comes the hard assessment: “uninvestable” until
more clarity arises about earnings prospects.
Earnings forecast in cents per share

Graincorp (GNC) was downgraded to Neutral from
Overweight by JP Morgan. The broker has
downgraded to Neutral from Overweight. The recent
speculation about the ADM offer, and that it may be
vetoed by the Australian government, means the
probability it won’t go ahead, for JP Morgan, has
been raised to 30%. Incorporating a higher risk
premium reduces the present value of the offer to
$11.46.
Singapore Telecommunications (SGT) downgraded
to Neutral from Overweight by JP Morgan. The
second quarter profit was 9% below JP Morgan’s
estimates. Optus revenues declined 6%. The broker
thinks Vodafone’s recovery, when it happens, is
likely to hit Optus harder than Telstra (TLS). The
brightest spot in SingTel’s report was Singapore,
where wireless revenue grew 7%. JP Morgan has
reduced FY14-16 earnings estimates by 6-7% and
revised the price target to S$3.88 from S$4.15. The
rating is downgraded to Neutral from Overweight.
WorleyParsons (WOR) was downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by BA-Merrill Lynch and to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse. The company has
downgraded FY14 profit guidance to between
$260-300 million six weeks after saying that profit
would be ahead of FY13 ($322 million). The
downgrade was blamed on a greater-than-expected

The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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$6 million weekend
by Penny Pryor
After some heady weeks of real estate activity,
auctions slowed down a little on the weekend. But
that didn’t stop a property in both Sydney and
Melbourne going under the hammer for $6 million or
more.
The volume of auctions, as measured by RP Data,
fell slightly to 2,686 across the country, from 2,814
the previous week. The combined capital cities
auction clearance rate fell to 66.9% from 67.4% (see
graph 1 below).
Graph 1: Weekly clearance rate, combined capital
cities

worth of properties sold in Sydney.
Table 2: Saturday, 16 November 2013

This time a year ago, not only were the auction
clearance rates in both Sydney and Melbourne much
lower, but the total value of properties sold in both
Sydney and Melbourne were just over half of what
they are today (see table 3 below).
Table 3: Saturday, 24 November 2012

Sydney had a preliminary auction clearance rate of
80.1% on the weekend, according to APM, and
Melbourne a rate of 70.3% (see table 1 below). The
total number of properties sold at auction in Sydney
was 407, as Melbourne sold 475.
Table 1: This Saturday, 23 November 2013

The luxury end of the property market is also starting
to move. The most expensive property auctioned in
Sydney on the weekend was a five-bedroom house in
Mosman that went for $6.45 million. In Melbourne, a
six-bedroom house in Box Hill went for $6 million.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The revised data for the previous week reveals
Sydney’s auction clearance rate at just under 80%
and Melbourne’s hovering around 74% (see table 2
below). It also reveals a massive number of auctions
listed in Melbourne – over 1,087, and half a billion
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Did you know?
Switzer expert Rudi Filapek-Vandyck came on my Sky Business TV show last week to talk about the resources
sector. You can find out what he thinks by watching here.
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